OnePlus 6 is now available on SOUQ.com

The highly anticipated device introduces the biggest screen OnePlus has ever on
a phone with an all glass design to deliver a more immersive experience
4 June 2018, Dubai, U.A.E.: SOUQ.com has announced the launch of the much-awaited
OnePlus 6 exclusively for SOUQ customers in the UAE and KSA.
Offering a truly immersive viewing experience, OnePlus 6 has the biggest screen OnePlus has
ever put on a phone in a new all-glass design, and displays more content than ever before. With
a screen of 6.28 inches in size and 19:9 aspect ratio, OnePlus users will be able to see more at
once.
Crafted with precision and care, the phone is covered in Corning Gorilla Glass 5 on both the
front and back for an incredibly resilient and malleable build. Equipped with weather
protection, the use of waterproof materials in the headphone jack and fingerprint scanner
prevents damage to key components.
For faster speeds and better performance, the device is powered by the latest Qualcomm®
Snapdragon™ 845 Mobile Platform along with Adreno 609 GPU which speeds up performance
by 30% and lowers power consumption by 10%. Whether you’re downloading a movie, playing a
game or sharing a photo on social media, everything on the OnePlus 6 is fast and smooth.
Equipped with the new 16MP + 20MP dual rear cameras with Optical Image Stabilization for
high resolution and speed resulting in fast, crisp and steady photos. The rear camera can now
also shoot up to a minute of slow motion footage at a time, at 480fps in a 720p resolution.

Similar to OnePlus 5T, the handset also feature's Dash Charge, giving the OnePlus 6 'a day's
power in half an hour with the battery size remaining the same.
Ronaldo Mouchawar, CEO & Co-Founder of SOUQ.com commented, “At SOUQ, we
focus on providing easy access to latest technology and sought-after products to empower our
customers. We are pleased to offer our loyal customers OnePlus 6 exclusively on SOUQ.”
The OnePlus 6 is now available on SOUQ.com in two different colors. Mirror Black variant is
coated with a mirror sheen, giving it the look and feel of ceramic. For a more subdued
appearance, the Midnight Black offers a clean matte look. There ise 6GB and 8GB of RAM
combinations, and two storage options to choose from, with 64GB, 128GB, 256 GB available in
dual sim.
Price
OnePlus 6 Dual Sim - 64GB, 6GB RAM, 4G LTE, Mirror Black for AED 2199.
OnePlus 6 Dual Sim - 128GB, 8GB RAM, 4G LTE, Mirror Black for AED 2399
OnePlus 6 Dual Sim - 128GB, 8GB RAM, 4G LTE, Midnight Black for AED 2399
OnePlus 6 Dual Sim – 256 GB, 8GB RAM, 4G LTE, Midnight Black for AED 2699
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About Amazon:
Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention,
commitment to operational excellence, and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, personalized
recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle, Fire tablets, Fire TV,
Amazon Echo, and Alexa are some of the products and services pioneered by Amazon. For more information,
visit www.amazon.com/about
About SOUQ.com:
SOUQ.com is an online retail and marketplace website in the Arab region, featuring more than 9.4 million
products across 31 categories such as consumer electronics, fashion, health and beauty, household goods, and
baby. Today, SOUQ.com attracts over 45 million visits per month, with localized operations in the KSA, UAE and
Egypt. SOUQ.com offers a convenient and safe online shopping experience with secure online payments, and
option to pay cash on delivery. For more information, visit www.SOUQ.com.
SOUQ.com is a subsidiary of Amazon.
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